
AUGUST 2009 PLATINUM OFFER SHEET
We’re making the photos in this Offer sheet as life-size as possible, to give you an idea
of the size of the specimens! The selenite crystals from Naica were too large to include
here, so we attached two photos of one piece to the Email we sent you so you can get
an idea of their beauty and size. Here’s what’s new:

Hematite pseudomorph after Magnetite, Payun Volcano, Mendoza, Argentina. Large,
sharp, well-defined octahedrons with excellent
metallic luster! The crystal form is magnetite’s,
but the color and luster are hematite’s, and there
is a fine layer of lovely little hematite crystals on
top to make it all the more fascinating! Each
specimen is a cluster of excellent crystals, as
seen in the photo. We picked up 15 pieces with
you in mind. Our pieces go from about 2.5" by 2"
to 3" by 2.75" for $60, $64, $70, $80, $90, and
$120. Every piece displays beautifully!

Selenite, Naica, Chihuahua, Mexico. We were
struck by the size and clarity of these amazing
selenite crystals when we first saw them last year,
and impulsively bought a large cluster at a rather
high price, which we then sold at the first show. Now we have found a source with
smaller (relatively speaking of course) and much more affordably priced pieces! All
have large crystals, are very clear, with wonderful striations, and negligible bruising
from handling and transport.

The specimen in the photos attached to the Email is about 6" across and 5" high for
$110. We have two smaller pieces: 

A doubly-terminated crystal almost 6" high with a few smaller crystals attached for $90 
A single crystal over 6" tall and 4" wide, with very sharp, well-defined faces and an
excellent termination for $110.

Larger than the one in the photos:
A cluster of large crystals about 7.5" across and 6" high is available for $140
A cluster of large crystals over 8" across and 6.5" high is available for $150
And the best cluster of large crystals over 8" across and 6.5" high is available for $160

Fenster (Elestial) Quartz, Paredon, Coahuila, Mexico. Called “Fenster,” the German
word for “window” because you can see previous crystal growths inside, and “Elestial”
because they crystallized relatively rapidly and have sunken faces and raised edges,
these are amazingly lovely pieces about 4" by 3" for $60, $70 and $80, by size/quality.
We only have a few, and they’ll probably go fast, so we’re not including a photo.

Figure 1. Hematite after Magnetite, $60 piece.



Andorite on Zinkenite, Itos & San Jose Mines, Oruro City,
Cercado Province, Oruro Department, Bolivia. We picked
up 12 pieces of a neat combination of two rare sulfosalts
class minerals from the Itos and San Jose Mines, Oruro
Department, Bolivia. They are comprised mainly of
radiating black Zinkenite [Pb9Sb22S42] as you can see in the
photo, but hidden among the needles are neat little flat,
blebby crystals of the rare silver-containing mineral
Andorite [PbAgSb3S6], which you cannot see in the photo!
We have clusters about 2" by 2" for $24; about 2.5" by 2.5"
for $28; and the best for $45 and $52.

“Star” Mica, Minas Gerais,
Brazil. This may be the last
time we’re able to get this rare
twinned muscovite that we
featured back in September 1997,
with its star-shaped twinned
crystals with associated quartz on
matrix. We have matrix pieces
about 2" by 1" for $12, and 2" by
2" to 2.5" by 3.5" pieces for
$22.50, just like when we featured
it 12 years ago!

Gold in Conglomerate, Near Couto Magalhaes,
Minas Gerais, Brazil. For those who love finding gold
in unusual places! We have 7 pieces made up of little
pebbles and quartz crystals naturally cemented
together, each with a visible group of gold, still
attached to the quartz it formed in! You’ll need your
10x loupe to appreciate these, as the gold is only 1/8"
across and slightly larger. Matrix about 2" by 1" to 2.5"
by 1.75", for $70, $80, $90, by size of gold, $160 for
the best piece.

Figure 2. Andorite on Zinkenite, 2" by 2"
specimen for $24.

Figure 3. Star Mica on matrix about 3.5" across for $22.50.

Figure 4. Can you see the word “Gold” pointing to the
gold? $90 specimen.



Muscovite, Xanda Mine, Virgem de Lapa, Minas Gerais, Brazil. We sold all the smaller
muscovite specimens we offered you last month–all that’s left are the $200 specimen in
the photo, and the biggest, best $300 piece. So we’ll offer them at a discount–$175 for
the $200 piece, and $250 for the $300 piece. Here’s the description from last month: 

We really are crazy about these muscovite specimens offered here, from the Xanda
Mine, Virgem de Lapa, Minas Gerais, Brazil. Here’s the description from “What’s New in
Minerals” for the Costa Mesa Show on the Mineralogical Record web site: “The books
are thick, showing many staggered "pages," and they are lustrous and look very crisp,
with a hard-to-describe color that is a combination of yellow, green, brown and silvery
tones.” We couldn’t describe it better! 

                                                                                                                                                           

Figure 5. Muscovite cluster, 5.5" across and 3.75" high for $175. (Photo about life-size.)



Amethyst, Veracruz,
Mexico. This classic
Mexican locality produces
exceptionally well-formed
quartz crystals with
amethyst tips, as seen in
the photo. Many of the
larger matrix pieces have
a coating of light green
epidote to boot!

We have just a few left: 

Matrix specimens about 1.5" by 1.5" with exceptional crystals are $60 and $75. (2 left.)

Larger matrix specimens about 2.5" by 2" to 3.5" by 3" with exceptional crystals are
$70, $90,  and $140. (4 left.)

Largest matrix specimens, 4" to 4.5" across with the most exceptional crystals are
$130, $140, and $150. (2 left.)

Figure 6. Vera Cruz amethyst on matrix, with a coating of light green epidote. The
matrix is about 4.5" across and the tallest crystal is over 1" high, with light green epidote.
$130 specimen.

Figure 7. Fibrous Malachite, 6.75" across, 3" high, $150 specimen.



Fibrous Malachite, Shaba Province, Democratic Republic of Congo, our February
2002 featured mineral. We’ve offered you this gorgeous material before, but as long as
it continues to come out in this quality, we’re going to obtain it and offer it. This would
be a great mineral to purchase a quantity of as an investment and hold for 10 years!
The malachite forms as bundles of thin fibers, on which the light shimmers–stunning!

We have specimens about 2" by 3" to 2.5" by 3.5" for $55, $60, and $75. (3 left.)

And larger specimens like the one in the photo, about 4" by 3.5" to 5" by 4" and larger
for $150 and $180. (3 left.) 

Hemimorphite, Ojuela Mine, Mapimi, Durango, Mexico, our October 2000
featured mineral.

These also have
exceptional
crystals, long thin
blades that go
from clear to
white in color, on
an earthy brown
matrix–very
striking! We have
specimens on
matrix about 2.5"
to 3" by 2", similar
in size and quality
to what we sent
ten years ago, for
$24 and $30.

We also have
some large matrix specimens that are very showy. Large matrix specimens from 4" by
3" to 4" by 4" to 5" by 4" are available for $70, $80, $90, $100, $110, and $150.

Call or Email to order–thanks! 
Richard & Cheryl 1-800-941-5594  Richard@Mineralofthemonthclub.org 

Figure 8 Hemimorphite crystals on matrix–matrix is about 5" across and 3.5" high for $80.


